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Iý Introduction

Whatever else the second half of the twentieth century
will corne to be symbolized by, the unlocking of the
power in the atom will be seen as one of the half dozen
or so most significant developments. This power was
demonstrated close to the mid-point of the century.
There is no turning back the dlock. Atomic energy is
with us to stay.

It is common knowledge that energy can be
released f rom splitting atoms both suddenly in an
explosion and gradually in a nuclear reactor that has
mechanisms controlling the rate of the chain reactioi.
Nuclear explosive devices are not particularly easy to
make, nor are nuclear reactorsp but there has always
been a legitimate concern that nuclear reactors could
assist in the development of a nuclear explosive device
and, therefore, that nuclear reactors could lead to a
proliferation of nuclear weapons. The question that
has preoccupied many governments and individuals since
nuclear energy was f irst shown to be viable is how to
harness the energy in the atom while preventiflg the
proliferation of nuclear weapons.
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A great deal has been written about nuclear
proliferation and nuclear non-proliferation since the f irst
detonation of a nuclear explosive device in 1945. This
paper can at best provide a brief summary of the main
events. The high point in the history of non-proliferation
is of course the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of NucJ.ear
Weapons (NPT) (1968-70). The establishment of the
International Atomic Energy Agency (the IAEA or "The
Agency») in 1957 is also highly significant, especially
since it is the international body that is responsible for
onsite inspections and safeguards measures that assist the
member states of the Agency to demonstrate that no nuclear
material is diverted to non-peaceful purposes f rom
safeguarded nuclear facilities. Besides these international
efforts, many countries that supply nuclear related
materials, equipment or technology have developed national
policies that they apply to the export of such nuclear
items. The purpose of this paper, therefore, is to describe
the development of Canada's non-proliferation policy since
1945 and to explain its current highly articulated state in
the wider context of the developing international
non-proliferation régime.
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technical route to the development of nuclear explosive
devices, it is flot the only, nor the most efficient, route.
A political decision to proliferate would be better served
by installing facilities dedicated solely to that objec-
tive. Contrais on the diversion of nuclear items f rom
civilian facilities are necessary, but it is clear that if a
country has a sufficient political incentive, such controls
would by themselves flot stop that country. Any industrial-
ized country and many developing countries could develop, if
they so decided, a nuclear explosive capability. A general
political commitment by a country flot to proliferate is,
therefore, as important as the specific controls that
prevent diversion.

Il Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons

The immediate postwar period was a time in which the states
involved in the Manhattan Project (the United States, the
United Kingdom and Canada> and others tried to formulate a
way of "entirely eliminat-ing the use of atomic energy for
destructive purpases and promoting its wider use for indus-
trial and humanitarian purposes" ("Agreed Declaratian an
Atomic Energy", November 1945). In January 1946, after dis-
cussions between the United States, the United Kingdom and
the Soviet Union, the United Nations passed a resolution
creating the United Nations Atomic Energy Commission.
Meanwhile, the United States adopted a national policy an
atomic power, which was reflected in its Atomic Energy Act
of 1946 and which placed an embargo on the export of nuclear
materials and information.

During these years, howeverp it became evident
that it would not be possible to, prevent the spread of
nuclear technology. This fact was recognized in the "Report
of the International Contrai af Atomic Energy" (the
"Acheson-Lilienthal Report"), which was prepared by a group
under the leadership of Dean Acheson and David Lilienthal.
President Eîsenhower' s speech ta the UN General Assembly in
December 1953 proposing the establishment of an internationi
ai agency which would be devoted entireiy to the peaceful
uses of nuclear energy marked a further step in this
Process. On December 4, 1954, the General Assembly unani-
lnously adopted an "Atoms fôr Peace" resolution cailing for
the establishment of such an agency., Af ter two years of
negotiations, the Statute of the International Atomic Energy
Agency (IAEA> was unanimausly approved and signed in October
1956. It came inta force on July 29, 1957. It shouid be
added here that one of the IAEA's functians, as stated in
its Statute, is ta "ta establish and administer safeguards
designed ta ensure that special fissionable and other
materiaîs ... are not used in such a way as ta further any
miiitary purpose" * The application of safeguards by the
IAEA has f rom the beginning been one 'of the fundamental
tenets of Canada's non-proliferation and safeguards palicy
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and the nuclear co-operation agreemnents that Canada has put
into place with its varjous nuclear partners ail caîl for
such IAEA safeguards. The word "safeguardsn therefore has a
special meaning. (See Section V for an exposition of the
IAEA Safeguards System.)

Thus international efforts to promote non-
proliferation in the post-1957 period were based on the two
principles first written in the November 1945 "Agreed Decla-
ration on Atoniic Energyn and later incorporated into theStatute of the IAEA: to eliminate the use of atornic>energy-
for destructive end-s and at the same time to, proînote its use
i.n such fields as agriculture, industry, medicine and thegeneration of electricity. Since then, efforts to support
the non-proliferation goal have been dominated by the ques-
tion of how to achieve a proper balance between measures to
advance these two principles.

By 1965 five states had nuclear arms, and there
were'signs that m~ore states were moving toward acquiring
such weaporls. As early as 1958, Ireland had submitted a
resolution at the UN General Assembly expressing, concern
over this trend. Growing international concern finally
resulted in the negotiation of the 1968 Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (NPT). By 1970, 40 coun-
tries, including three of the five NWjSs (the United States,
the United Kingdon and the Soviet Union), had ratified the
NPT, which then becanie effective on March 5 of that year.

The NPT had buîlt into it a distinction between
Nuclear-Weapon States (NW;S) and Non-Nuclear-;ieapon States(NN;iS> which recognized the unique status of the five states
(the United States, the Soviet Union, the United Kingdom,France an the People's Republic of China> which had manu-factured and exploded a nuclear weapon before January 1,
1.967. Many states v 'iewed this distinction as discriminatory
because the obligations placed on NWS and NNWS parties tothe NPT are significantly different. NWS do niot have to
accêpt IAEA safeguards (although the United States, the
United Ringdoiu and France have rnoved in this direction),while NNWS are required to accept IAEA safeguards on al
source or special fissionable material under their controi.
However, under Article VI of the NPT, NWJS obliged themselves'
ta pursue negotiations ini good faith an effective measulrp-
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the Declaration. Hence Canada participated both in thedrafting of the IAEA's Statute between April 1955 andOctober 1956 and in the Preparatory Commission appointed tomake arrangements for the f irst sessions of the IAEA'sGeneral Conference and of its Board of Governors. Canada
has had continous representation on the Board of Governors
since the founding of the IAEA and has strongly supportedthe Agency's efforts on nuclear safeguards. Canadian repre-
sentatives were also involved in the negotiations of the
Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons.

While participating in the efforts to define aninternational non-proliferation régime, Canada's policy onhorizontal proliferation evolved. This evolution reflected
both international developments and the emergence ofCanada's own nuclear technology.

At the .end of the Second World War, Canada shiftedits efforts f rom the weapons-oriented Manhattan Project toresearch and development for peaceful applications, taradionuclide production, and ta the development of a commer-cial nuclear reactor for the generation of electricity. TheCanadian government pledged voluntarîîy that it would notdevelop nuclear weapons. As knowledge, experience andawareness of nuclear technology increased in Canada andelsewhere, and as vertical proliferation took place throughthe 1950s and early 1960s, successive Canadian governments
revised Canada's policy to, minimize the risk that Canadiannuclear co-operation would contribute ta nuclear prolifera-
tion.

Early in the 1945-1974 period Canada's inter-actions with other countries on nuclear matters were in twomain areas: uranium exports and continuing technical co-operation with its wartime partners. However, as itsreactor technoîogy developed, Canada entered into agreements
with several other countries for the transfer of that tech-nology and related material and equipment. By 1974, Canadahad exported research reactors ta India and Taiwan# powerreactors to India and Pakistan, and had signed a contractfor the export of a 600 MW power reactor ta Argentina.Discussions had also taken place concerning the sale of apower reactor ta the Republic of Korea. Canadian nuclear
trade during the 1945-1974 period was as follows:

(a) Uranium exports

Canada's uranium exports during the 19 45-1974 period were
carried out under nuclear co-operation agreements (Canada-Federal Republic of Germany in 1957; Canada-Switzerîand in1958; Canada-Euratom in 1959; Canada-Japan in 1959; Canada-Sweden in 1962> which made Canada's uranium exports subject
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to a "peaceful uses» commitment and to acceptance by the
importing country of bilateral verification measures by
Canada or, increasingly, through IAEA safeguards.

From 1945 to 1965, Canada also exported uranium to
the United States and the United Kingdom for use in their
nuclear weapons programs. These export sales were carried
out as part of Canada's defence relations with those two
countries. This policy was ended in June 1965, wheri Prime
Minister Lester B. Pearson, announced in the House of
Commons that;

nas one part of its policy to promote the use of
Canadian uranium for peaceful purposes the govern-
ment has decided that export permits wili. be
granted, or commitinents to issue export permits
will be given, with respect to sales of uranium
covered by contracts entered into f rom now on,
only if the uranium is to be used for peaceful
purposes. Before such sales to any destination
are authorized the government will require an
agreement with the government of the import 'ing
country to ensure'that appropriate verification
and control that the uranium is to be used for
peaceful purposes only".

With the announcement of this policy, all Canadian
uranium exporte became subject to a "peaceful uses" provi-
sion.

(b> India

In 1956, Canada concluded an agreement to supply a research
reactor to India as part of its aid program to that coun-
try. This reactor, the CIRUS, was provided subject to assu--
rances that it would be used for peaceful purposes only.
The United States provided the heavy water. The provision
of this reactor and subsequent nuclear co-operation between
Canada and India were concrete demonstrations of Cnd's
desire to promote the principles set forth in the IAEA
Statute and later in the NPT regarding the transfer of
nuclear materials, equipment and technology for peaceful
uses.

Ina 1963 Canada and India concluded
nstruction of the first unit of a j
lied the Rajasthan Atomic Power Pli

the
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During the early 1970s Canada's concern that theplutonium contained in the fuel irradiated in the CIRUSreactor might be used for explosive purposes led the PrimeMinister to Write to Prime Minister Indira Gandhi in October1971 to clarify Canada' s views on "any further proliferation
of nuclear explosive devices" and to state that "the use ofCanadian supplied material, equipment and facilities inIndia, that is, at CIRUS, RAPP I or RAPP II, or fissilematerial f rom these reactors, for the development of anuclear explosive device would inevitably cail on our partfor a reassessment of our nuclear co-operation arrangements
with India". In response, Mrs. Gandhi agreed that thenuclear co-operation between Canada and India had been dedi-cated to "the development and application of nuclear energyfor peaceful purposes", but added that "it should not benecessary now in our view to interpret these agreements in aparticular way based on the development of a hypothetical
contingency".

On May 18, 1974, India detonated a nuclear explo-sive device, claiming it was solely for peaceful purposes,that is, a "peaceful nuclear explosion" (PNE). The Canadiangovernment, which does not distinguish between nuclearweapons and nuclear explosives, suspended its nuclear co-operation program with India. Later, India admitted thatPlutonium produced in the CIRUS reactor using uranium fuelof non-Canadian origin had been used in that explosivedevice. It continues to maintain, however, that sincenuclear material of non-Canadian origin was used, there hasbeen no breach of its undertakings to Canada.

(c) Pakistan

In 1959, Canada siqned a nuclear co-operation agreement withPakistan covering the provision of a 137 MW CANDU-type powerreactor (KANUPP). The agreement was similar to thatCOflcluded later between Canada and India for the RAPPreactors. In 1969 Canada, Pakistan and the IAEA concludedan -agreement under which the IAEA assumed the responsibilityof safeguarding the KANUPP reactor. The reactor began com-mercial operation in 1972.

(d) Taiwan

In 1969, Canada sold to Taiwan a 40 MW nuclear research
reactor, the Taiwan Research Reactor (TRR>, complete withheavy water and fuel. This sale was conditional on Taiwan' sconcluding with the IAEA a safeguards agreement by whichTaiwan wouîd undertake flot to use the TRR reactor in such aWay as to further any military purpose. This agreementcontinues to be implemented, and'the TRR reactor remains
subject to IAEA safeguards.
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<e) Agn n

In December 1973, Atomic Energy of Canada Limited and theComision Nacional de Energia Atomica (CNEA) signed acontract for the supply of one 600 MW CANDU reactor toArgentina together with the fuel, heavy water and technologynecessary for its commissioning, operation and maintenance.The December 1973 contract contained a clause requiring thecompletion of a safeguards agreement between Argentina andthe IAEA before the contract could be implemented. Thisagreement was concluded in December 1974.

IV Nuclear Suppjliers Group

Two developments in the mid-1970s led to a questioning ofthe non-proJ.iferation régime. First, the interest innuclear energy, particularîy in advanced nuclear technolo-gies, increased greatly owing to the "energy crisis" of1973-74. The quest for greater energy independence by manyindustrialized countries and several developing ones, espe-cially those with nuclear power programs that were withoutlarge indigenous uranium reserves, led to much more interestin reprocessing spent fuel to obtain plutonium for recyclingin thermal reactors or for eventual use in fast breederreactors. "Reprocessing" is basically a series of chemicalprocesses in which spent fuel is first dissolved in anacid. Subseguently, substances of value that were producedin the reactor such as plutonium, or uranium that was notconsumed while it was in the reactor, are extracted andseparated for further use. Plutonium is itself a nuclearfuel that can be used in both traditional reactors as wellas in fast breeder reactors. A fast breeder reactor is onethat has a plutonium core surrounded by a uranium shell. Inthe course of operations, the plutonium is consumed but newplutonium is produced f rom the uranium in the shell. Thusthe plutonium "breeds" new plutonium which in turn can beused as fuel-.
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The second development which led to a serjousquestioning of the non-proliferation régime was India'sNpeaceful nuclear explosion" in May 1974 which had used plu-tonium derived f rom the reprocessing of spent fuel f rom anunsafeguarded research reactor. To some countries, thisinci.dent reve 'aled the need for more explicit and comprehen-sive non-proliferation commitments. Specifically, stepswould have to be taken to minimize the (perceived) prolife-ration risk associated with reprocessing.

It was in this international environment that themajor nuclear suppliers - the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG)- met in an effort to reach agreement on "guidelines" tocover their nuclear exports. This meeting was convenedlargely in response to a Canadian and U.S. initiative. Theresulting guidelines, which were published in a January 1978information circular issued by the IAEA <INFCIRC/254) clear-ly represent a high-point in international co-operatîon withrespect to non-proliferation. The guidelines augment theprinciples of the IAEA Statu -te and the NPT and constitute asignificant upgrading in the attention to be paid to non-proliferation in the context of international nuclear
commerce.

The important elements of the NSG guidelines are:
a> items on-the NSG "Trigger Listn, that is, the definedlist of nuclear items that should trigger the application ofthe reguirements of the guidelines, are to be transferredonly upon an assurance that they will not be used in anyactivity that would resuit in a nuclear explosive device;
b> Trigger Ljst items should be transferred only whencovered by IAEA safeguards;

C) technology related to reprocessing, enrichment or heavywater production facilities should be subject to therequirements in a) and b);

d) spécial controis and considerations should be appliedto the export of "sensitive technologies", that is, enrich-ment and reprocessing technologies and to the export ofenrichment and reprocessing plants;

e) transfers of reprocessing, enrichment or heavy waterproduction facilities or related technology would reguirethat IAEA safeguards be applied to facilities of the sametype built during an agreed upon period in the recipient
country;

f) retransfers of Trigger List items should take placeonly when assurances have been given by the third partywhich are the same as those covering the original transfer;
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g) retransfers of reprocessing, enrichment or heavy waterproduction facilities, major critical components thereof orrelated technology should require consent of the originalsupplier. The same prior consent would be applied to der-ived facilities or major critical components thereof and toany heavy water or weapons-usable materiai.

Canada has followed the NSG guidelines in good
faith and they are incorporated in ail bilaterai agreemen.tsthat have been concluded to date. The guidelines are infact a subset of Canadian policy.

V Canadals Nori-Prolferation P'Olicy

Canada was one of those countries in which the public's per-ception of the proliferation risk associated with nuclear
exports sharpened after Indials "peaceful nuclear explosion"in May 1974. Accordingly, Canadals non-proliferation poiicywas reviewed and in December 1974 the government announcedstricter controls on the export of Canadian nuclear mater-iai, equipment, technology and heavy water to ail stateswhether NWS or NNWS. The policy continued to be under exa-mination and in December 1976 another announceMent was madeconcerning new nuclear co-operation. These two announce-ments together estabiished Canada's non-proliferation policyas it exists today. That policy, in a consolidated form, is
as foiiows:

A. Nuclear co-operation wiii be authorized only for thosenon-nuclear weapon states that have made a general commit-ment to non-proliferation by either having ratififed the NPTor having taken an equivalent binding step and that havethereby accepted IAEA safeguards on the full scope of theirnuclear activities (such IAEA safeguards are hence known asNPT-type fulîscope safeguards).

B. Nuclear exports can go forward only to those states<both non-nuclear and nuclear weapon states) which havetndertaken to accept in a formai agreement a number of addi-tionai requirements designed to minimize the proliferationrisk associated with Canadian nuclear exports. These requi-rements are:
i) an assurance that Canadian-supplied nuclear items(nuclear material, heavy water, nuclear equipment

and technology) wiii not be used in connection
with the production of nuclear explosive devices;

h) a provision for faiibacc safeguards in the eventthat a situation arises where the IAEA is unabieto continue to perform its safeguards functions;
iii) a control over the retransfer of CarIadian-supplied

nuclear items;'
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iv> a control over the reprocessing of Canadian-origin
spent fuel, subsequent storage of the separated
plutonium and enrichment beyond 20 per cent U-235
of Canadian-origin uranium;

y) an assurance that adequate physical protection
measures will be applied.

The above requirements are applied ta directly supplied
nuclear items such as nuclear material, equipment, heavy
water and technology. The requirements are also applied ta
nuclear items that are "derived" f rom those that are sup-
plied and thus affect nuclear material that is produced as a
resuit of the use of Canadian-origin nuclear material,
equipment, technology or heavy water. Where applicable, the
requirements are also applied ta heavy water that is pro-
duced as a result of the use of Canadian-origin nuclear
equipment or technýology and ta nuclear equipment that isderived f rom Canadian-origin nuclear equipment or
technoiogy.

Chronologicaîîy, Part A of the policy is the more
recent component. The requirement for NPT adherence and
fuliscope safeguards was made by the govrprnment in December1976. This requirement was made applicable only ta "new"
nuclear co-operation, that is, it did not affect commercial
contracts aiready in place when this requirement was announ-
ced. Post-December 1976 or "new" nuclear co-operation, how-
ever, cannot occur with countries that do not meet this
fundamental requirement. Part B of the policy was establi-
shed by the government in December 1974 and affected ail
nuclear co-operation whether "aid" or "new". Agreements
under which nuclear co-operation was ongoing in 1974 thus
had ta be renegotiated.

It is worth noting that the NSG guidelines, men-tioned in the preceding section, fali short of Canada's
national non-proliferation poîcy in severai ways. First,
Canada advocated forcefuily, but unsuccessfuliy, in the NSG
forum for the inclusion of a requirement that recipient
cauntries adhere ta the NPT and accept the application of
NPT-type fuliscope safeguards. This requirement would have
strengthened the NPT and wouid have provided positive incen-
tive for countries engaged in, or envisaging a nuclear power
program ta become parties ta this important international
treaty. Another major difference is that Canada recluires acontrai over reprocessing, whereas the NSG guidelines oniy
recammend that "whenever appropriate anid practicable" the
Supplier and recipient came ta mutually agreed upan provi-
sions. Other shadings of difference relate ta contrais
placed over the retransfer of nuclear items ta third part-
ies.
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The rationale for each of the requirements in Part
B is as follows:

i.) Non-exploàive use cofraitment

For non-nuclear weapon states that already meet the require-ments of Part A, this provision requires no additionaî com-mitment. It is essentially a contingency provision to beactivated only if and when a state believes that it mustexercise its sovereign right under Article X of the NPT towithdraw from the treaty. Such action is possible on threemonths' notice. In these circumstances Canada would stilihave the assurance that its nuclear partner would continueto observe its commitment not to use heavy water, nuclearmaterial, eguipfent, or technoîogy subject to the agreementfor any nuclear explosive purpose. With regard to nuclearweapons states (e.g. the U.S.A., the U.K. and France) whichare nuclear partners of Canada, inclusion of this provisionin agreements reflects a political commitment by thosestates not to use any Canadian material, nuclear material,equipment or technology subject to those agreements in theirnuclear weapons programs.

ii) Fallback safeguards

If a state should decide to withdraw f rom the NPT, if thattreaty should faîl into disrepute, or if the.IAEA is forsome reason no longer able to apply safeguards to a statelsnuclear activities, then Canada would wish to be in a posi-tion where it can satisfy itself that the Canadian-originnuclear material, heavy water, equipment and technology thathas been transferred to that state will continue to be sub-ject to safeguards. The aim is to continue to verify obser-vance by that state of its commitment to non-explosive useof Canadian-supplied or derived nuclear items. Thus Canadarequires continuity of safeguards coverage, or fallback
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as an integral part of a significant nuclear energy program
and that effective technical, institutional and safeguards
measures have been put into place to ensure that there is no
misuse of the separated plutonium. Canada has recently
developed an approach whereby this control will be implemen-
ted on a long term, predictable basis. Many of our nuclear
partners see this as important for their energy security in
the future. Australia, another major uranium supplier, has
adopted a similar approach. Canada also requires a control
over high enrichment. Light water reactors require natural
uranium, which consists of two isotopes, U-238 (99.3 per
cent) and U-235 (0.7 per cent), to be slightly enriched in
the U-235 isotope to maintain a reaction. This enrichment
is typically up ta 2 per cent or 3 per cent. Very high
enrichment of U-235 leads to weapons usable material.
Internationally 20 per cent enrichment has been designated
as a cut-off point and Canada exercises a prior consent
right over enrichment beyond 20-per cent U-235. Since high
enrichment for nuclear fuel cycle activities is relatively
rare, the focus of attention has been on reprocessing and
plutonium use.

v> Physical protection

Since ali countries regard matters of physical security as
falling strictly within their national jurisdiction, physi-
cal protection is a sensitive question. In implementing
this requirement, Canada seeks from its nuclear partners a
commitment that they will apply levels of physical protec-
tion to nuclear material which as a. minimum would satisfy
the recommendations of the IAEA as they are set out in docu-
ment INFCIRC 225 (Rev 1).

VI ImPleiaenting Canadala Mon-Proliferation Policy

One-hundred-and-fifteen states are currentîy party to the
NPT. All are theoretically eligible for nuclear co-opera-
tion with Canada. Many, however, are developing countries
which do not have nuclear energy programs now and are
unlikely to have them in the future.

Canada now has nuclear co-operation agreemnents re-
flecting all its policy requirements with:

Australia - in force March 9, 1981
Euratom
(Belgium, Denmark, France, FRG, Greece, Ireland, Italyr
Luxembourg, the Netherlands, United Kingdom)

- in force January 16, 1978

Finland - in force August 15, 1976
Japan - in force September 2, 1980
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of Korea - in force, January 26, 1976
Phillipines - signed June 19, 1981, but flot yet in

force
Romania - ini force June 14, 1978
Sweden - in force November 17, 1978
United States - in force July 9, 1980

New agreements are negotiated as they become
necessary through the emergence of possibilities of nuclearco-operation with other countries. For example, at the timeof preparation of this paper, texts of agreements had beendiscussed with Mexico, Egypt and Indonesia and these textsare ready for signature.

Canada also has bilateral agreements with Spainand Argentina under which "old" nuclear co-operation istaking place. Neither country is a NPT state, however, andthus "new" nuclear co-operation is precluded until such timeas these states ratify the NPT or make an equivalent commit-ment to non-proliferation.

Brief notes on the history of saine of Canada'snuclear co-operation agreements follow:

(a) The European Comuunity and Japan

By early 1977, agreements incorporating the requirements ofCanada's 1974 policy were fegotiated with Argentina, theRepublic of Korea, Spain, Finland, and Sweden. However,much difficulty was experienced in securing acceptance ofthese conditions by some other European countries and Japan,Canada's major uranium markets. The Canadian governinentdecided, therefore, to suspend as of January 1, 1977, alnuclear exporte to those countries until they accepted
Canadais requirements. This step was a demonstration ofCanadals commitinent to non-proliferation and of its willing-ness to accept the commercial consequences 0f its non-proli-feration policy. The year 1977 was taken up with intensivenegotiations with the European Community (EC) and Japan. ByTanuarv 197R 1 m~i- .A ý -
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under way by then and it was recognized that a multilateral
consensus on fuel cycles generally including the reproces-
sing question and its proliferation risks could be- forth-
coming. The EC and Canada agreed in the 1978 InteriiArrangement to return to the reprocessing issue once INFCE
had been completed. Accordingly, new discussions on repro-
cessing were initiated in 1980. In December 1981, another
exchange of letters took place that settled the reprocessing
question. The formula that the two sides adopted comprised
a description of the EC's current and planned nuclear energy
program including in particular a detailed description of
policy, legal and regulatory elements relevant to reproces-
sing and plutonium storage. On this basis, Canada agreed
that nuclear material subject to the Canada-Euratom Agree-
ment could be reprocessed and plutonium stored within the
framework of the current and planned nuclear energy program
as-described and updated f rom time to tume.

A similar long-teri predictable reprocessing
arrangement has been arrived at with Sweden and similar
arrangements-are under discussion with other nuclear part-
riers where the size and maturity of the nuclear prograi war-
rants it.

(b) India

Af ter Canada suspended nuclear co-operation with India in
1974, it tried over the next two years to secure upgraded
non-proliferation arrangements for Canadian-supplied nuclear
items and facilities in India, but its'efforts proved unsuc-
cessful. As a result, Canada announced in May 1976 that it
was terminating its nuclear relationship with India. The
two RAPP reactors continue to be subject to IAEA saf e-
guards. The CIRUS reactor continues ta operate f ree of IAEA
safeguards.

(c> Pakistan

Following the announcement in December 1974 of the more com-
prehensive non-proliferation policy, Canada entered into
lengthy negotiations with Pakistan to conclude a bilateral
agreement incorporating the requirements of that policy. By
December 1976 it was evident that Pakistan was not prepared
to meet Canada's requirements. In these circumstances, the
Canadian government announced that for ail practical pur-
Poses nuclear co-operation between Canada and Pakistan was
at an end. The KANUPP reactor continues to be safeguarded
by the IAEA.

(d) rgent ina

Af ter May 1974, Canada requested Argentina to provide a non-
explosive use commitment with regard to any material,
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nuclear material, equipment, facilities and technology sup-plied by Canada. Argentina provided this commitment inSeptember 1974 and, as required under the December 1973contract, concluded a safeguards agreement with the IAEA inearly December 1974. However, in December 1974 the Canadiangovernment announced its more comprehensive non-prolifera-tion pOlicy. As acceptance of these new requirements bycountries with which Canada was engaged in nuclear co-opera-tion was made essential for ail contracts, past and future#Argentina was required to negotiate a bilateral agreement,with Canada covering the Embalse contract. Such an agree-ment was concluded in January 1976, and in turn made itnecessary to negotiate a new IAEA-Argentina safeguardsagreement, a task which was completed in July 1977. Thisagreement covers the Embalse reactor and would apply to anyfuture nuclear co-operation between Canada and Argentj.na.In the midst of this process, Canada announced in December1976 the requirement for NPT accession or equivalent and theapplication of fuliscope safeguards. While Canada hasdemonstrated its willingness to co-operate further withArgentina in a broad range of nuclear matters, Argentina hasto date not been prepared to make the necessary politicalcommitment to non-proliferation or accept NPT-type fulîscopesafeguards. Canada continues to fulf il its obligationsunder the December 1973 contract between Atomic Energy ofCanada Ltd. and Comision National de Energia Atomica butArgentina has been advised that no further nuclear co-operation can take place until.Argentina f ully meetsCanada 's non-proliferation policy requirements.
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VII The I&EA Safeguards Systea

The IAEA is authorized under Articles III.A.5 and XII of itsStatute to establish a system of safeguards ta ensure that"assistance provided by it or at its request or under itssupervision or control is flot used in such a way as tofurther any military purpose". Since its creation in 1957,the Agency, in ca-operatian with its member states, hasworked steadily to improve the effectiveness of its saf e-guards operations established under those articles of itsStatute. Canada supports this activity fully becauseCanada's bilateral agreements cail for IAEA safeguards ta, beapplied ta Canadian-origin nuclear items transferred pursu-
ant to these agreements.

While the'Agencyls Statute provides that it willapply safeguards to ensure as f ar as it cari that na militaryobjective will be fulfilled, the purpose of the applicationhas been extended. The IAEA has stated that it interpretsthis undertaking as including the development, manufactureor testing of nuclear explosive devices of any kind.

The objective of IAEA safeguards is the timely de-tection of diver -sion of significant quantities of nuclearmaterial f ram peaceful nuclear activities ta the manufacture
of nuclear weapons or other nuclear explosive devices or forPurposes unknown, and deterrence of such diversion by the
risk af early detection.

The basic appraach of the IAEA ta achieving thisobjective consists of the following main elements:

a> The examination by the IAEA of information that is pro-vided by the state. Such information includes account-
ing reports, special reports and advance notification
of international transE ers.

b) -The collection of information by the IAEA through in-
spections of various kinds. Information obtainedthrough inspections is compared with that provided bythe state to determine the latter's conipleteness, accu-
racy and validity.

c) The monitoring of the f low of nuclear material ini
nuclear facilities through the use of various kinds ofinstruments and other techniques at certain strategic
points. These are generaîîy referred to as "surveil-
lance and containment" measures. Equipment used for
this purpose includes cameras, closed circuit TV,
seals.

d) Independent verification by the Agency of the entire
accounting for nuclear material subject to safeguards
using chemical analysis and non-destructive measure-
ments.
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In general, the existence of a domestic account-ancy and contrai system is a prerequisite ta the applicationof efficient international safeguards, although of course anational accounting system, by itself cannot replace theinternational safeguards applied by the IAEA.

In 1980, the IAEA employed some 150 inspectors whomade about 500 visits to plants and scanned about sixmillion Photographs taken by sealed automatic cameras andaffixed some three million seals.

As stated above, the objective of the Agency'ssafeguards aperations is to detect diversion ta any unknownuse. If diversion conditions or non-compliance with a saf e-guards agreement is detected, the Director General of theIAEA informs the Agency's Board of Governors. The Board ofGovernors then calîs upon the state cancerned ta remedy thenon-compliance and may depending on the gravity of the situ-ation also report to ail members of the Agency and ta theSecurity Council and Genera. Assembly of the United Nations(Article XII.C of the IAEA Statute). The key point, how-ever, is that it is the international response to thereported diversion or non-compliance that is considered tabe the ultimate deterrent.

Canada has been a strong supporter of the safe-guards operations of the IAEA, and Canadian technicalexperts have participated in advisory groups, technicaî com-mittees and other gatherings convened by the Agency taimprove those operations. Moreover, in support of theobjective of IAEA safeguards, Canada established the"Canadian Safeguards Research and Development Program" in1978 which is designed ta assist the Agency in the develop-ment of safeguards systems for CANDU reactors. The programhas received a f ive-year budget of approximateîy $11 millionand work undpr if- 4- -1 ..
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1.) The, International Nuclear Fuel Cycle Evaluation
<INFCE)

INFCE was an international technical evaluation carried out
betwee n October 1977 and February 1980. The evaluation, in
whjch 46 countries and f ive international organizations
participated and which resulted in eight Worlcing Group
Reports and a Summary and Overview Report totalling 1 600
pages, was flot a political negotiation (no treaty or agreed
upon arrangements could be formulated in INFCE) and its
results or f indings were merely to be transmitted to
governments for their cons ideration. Three basic elements
provided the focus for the study. The participants:

Uwere conscious of the urgent need to meet the
world's energy requirements and that nuclear
energy for peaceful purposes should be made
widely available to that end;

were convinced that effective measures can and
should be taken at the national level and
through international agreements to minimize
the danger of the proliferation of nuclear
weapons without jeopardizing energy supplies or
the development of nuclear energy for peaceful
purposes;

recognized that special consideration should
also be given to the specific needs of and con-
ditions in developing countries".

In the end, INFCE recognized the general principle that
assurances of supply and assurances of non-proliferation are
complementary and identified nine "fundamental matters the
relevance, importance and acceptability of which should be
considered" in common approaches to establishing assurances
Of non-proliferation. These were:

fia) undertakings on the peaceful uses of nuclear
materials, equipment and technology and veri-
f ication of these;

b) undertakings not to develop or acquire
nuclear weapons or nuclear explosive devices;

C) undertakings not to acquire, manufacture or
store nuclear weapons or to help any country
to do so;

d) undertakings with respect to the application
of IAEA safeguards, including the require-
ments for nuclear materials accountancy and
control and the implementation of any eventu-
al IAEA system for storage of excess
plutonium;
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e) adequate levels of physical protection;

f) conditions governing the establishment and
operation of certain stages of the nuclearfuel cycle and the management of their asso-
ciated materials, including those stages
based on international or multinational
institutions or on national enterprises that
fulf il a set of internationaîîy or multila-
terally agreed upon obligations;

g) duration of non-proliferation undertakings
and controls;

h) sanctions and other measures ta be applied in
the case of a breach of non-proliferation
arrangements;

i) undertakings regarding transfer.and retrans-
fer of supplied materials, equipment and
technology, and their multilabelling and
safeguards contamination implications»

2) The second NPT review conference

This conference was convened in August 1980 to "review theoperations of this treaty with a view to assuring that thepurposes of the preamble and the provisions of the treatyare being realized". The conference failed to reach agree-ment on a final document. Debate on the "peaceful uses ofnuclear energy/non-proliferation and safeguards" articles ofthe treaty was highly emotional. The developing countriesclaimed that the national non-proliferation and safequards
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4) International plutonium storage

This represents an attempt to establish a scheme in which
Plutonium will be deposited in an international depository
until it is required for nuclear energy production. The
international discussions have shown that there are techni-
cal and political complexities that will need to be resolved
before a viable scheme could émerge.

5) The UN Conference on Peaceful Uses of Nuclear Energy

In 1983, a UN Conférence on the Peaceful Uses of Nuclear
Energy will be convened. In these discussions attention may
well f ocus on the "North-South" aspects of nuclear energy
(e.g. technical assistance; training; codes of conduct;
technology transfers; etc.) but the nature of the non-proli-
feration and safeguards f ramework within whichinternational
nuclear co-operation should take place will also be discus-
sed. The latter discussions will probably continue to be
difficult and a major effort will be needed to try to ensure
that a more effective and comprehensive international non-
proliferation régime will be the resuit or, at the minimum,
that the elements of the current régime will not be weak-
ened.

Ix Conclusion

Canada's non-proliferation and safeguards policy has two
objectives: 1) to promote the émergence of a more effect-
ive and comprehensive international non-proliferation
régime; and 2) to assure the Canadian people and the inter-
national community that Canadian nuclear exports will not be
Used for any nuclear explosive purpose. By emphasizing the
key role of the NPT, by promoting reliance upon and improve-
ments in the IAEA safeguards system, by treati 'ng nuclear
Weapon and non-nuclear weapon states alike regarding
Canadian nuclear exports, by working for new approaches
COvering the sensitive phases (e.g. reprocessing) of the
fluclear fuel cycle, Canada's policy promotes.attainment of
the f irst objective. The latter objective is served through
the network of bilateral nuclear agreements that Canada has
Put into place with its nuclear partners. Those agreemfenlts
provide assurance that Cnd's nuclear exports are used
sOlely for leqitimate, peacefuli nuclear energy production
Purposes.

At the same time, Canada, having formulated its
nlon-proliferation and safeguards policy during the perîod
1945 to 1980, has recognized that it has gone as far as it
can on its own in this f ield and that f rom this point on any
further changes should made be on the basis of international
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agreement. The Canadian objective
as the Committee on Assurances of i
best efforts to persuade the interi
devise a more effective and comprel
non-proliferation régime into whici
suppliers might subsume their nati<


